Graduate Trainee

Upon completion of 18 months’ intensive and integrated on-the-job and classroom training, you will be able to:

- Penetrate into business supply chain and understand the collaboration between cross departments
- Analyze company’s lurking loopholes and provide practical recommendations
- Suggest expanding business diversity advices according to company’s competitive advantages
- Establish robust communication network and build up self confidence
- Discover personal strength and step out your career path

The Person

Want to be one of the Ricoh people, you shall be able to demonstrate our Ricoh way:

#WinningSpirit #Teamwork #Innovation #CustomerCentric #Ethics&Integrity

In addition, you shall be:-

- A fresh university graduate with sound academic results
- Passionate in dynamic IT and ICT industry
- Like to finding way to make work simpler
- Love to talk and work with different people
Summer Internship

JD:

- Assist the daily operation of respective departments.

JR:

- An university student with sound academic results
- Passionate in dynamic IT and ICT industry
- Good communication skill